
Created on Tuesday 02 April, 2019

Ready to Stitch - Bathroom

Vintage hand towel - Camargue - Green
da: Tessitura Artistica Chierese

Modello: RICSTI-ZYCMR60C-F002

Made in Italy and in 100% cotton, also made in
Italy. That's how this hand towel is made, to dry off
and treat yourself like in spa. Also thanks to its
large size - 26X42 inches approx. - and most
thanks to its concept echoing the ancient, precious
and natural fabrics used by our grandmas, like this
brushed and yarn dyed cotton, offering very high
absorption and wrapping and caressing your body
in well-being, while enriching your bathroom with
that vintage touch, making even the most modern
designs truly special. 
Integrated stitching area to customize with your
needlework. 
Machine washable.

Price: € 13.40 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Tuesday 02 April, 2019

Ready to Stitch - Bathroom

Vintage washcloth - Camargue - Green
da: Tessitura Artistica Chierese

Modello: RICSTI-ZYCMR50C-F002

Made in Italy and in 100% cotton, also made in
Italy. That's how this washcloth is made, to dry off
and treat yourself like in spa. Also thanks to its
large size - 20X22 inches approx. - and most
thanks to its concept echoing the ancient, precious
and natural fabrics used by our grandmas, like this
brushed and yarn dyed cotton, offering very high
absorption and wrapping and caressing your body
in well-being, while enriching your bathroom with
that vintage touch, making even the most modern
designs truly special. 
Integrated stitching area to customize with your
needlework. 
Machine washable.

Price: € 5.98 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
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Created on Monday 08 April, 2019

Ready to Stitch - Bathroom

Vintage bath towel - Camargue - Pink
da: Tessitura Artistica Chierese

Modello: RICSTI-ZYCMRTELO-F001

Made in Italy and in 100% cotton, also made in
Italy. That's how this bath and shower towel is
made, to dry off and treat yourself like in spa. Also
thanks to its large size - 39X79 inches approx. -
and most thanks to its concept echoing the
ancient, precious and natural fabrics used by our
grandmas, like this brushed and yarn dyed cotton,
offering very high absorption and wrapping and
caressing your body in well-being, while enriching
your bathroom with that vintage touch, making
even the most modern designs truly special. 
Integrated stitching area to customize with your
needlework. 
Machine washable.

Price: € 26.35 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Tuesday 02 April, 2019

Ready to Stitch - Bathroom

Vintage hand towel - Camargue - Pink
da: Tessitura Artistica Chierese

Modello: RICSTI-ZYCMR60C-F001

Made in Italy and in 100% cotton, also made in
Italy. That's how this hand towel is made, to dry off
and treat yourself like in spa. Also thanks to its
large size - 26X42 inches approx. - and most
thanks to its concept echoing the ancient, precious
and natural fabrics used by our grandmas, like this
brushed and yarn dyed cotton, offering very high
absorption and wrapping and caressing your body
in well-being, while enriching your bathroom with
that vintage touch, making even the most modern
designs truly special. 
Integrated stitching area to customize with your
needlework. 
Machine washable.

Price: € 13.40 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
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Created on Tuesday 02 April, 2019

Ready to Stitch - Bathroom

Vintage washcloth - Camargue - Pink
da: Tessitura Artistica Chierese

Modello: RICSTI-ZYCMR50C-F001

Made in Italy and in 100% cotton, also made in
Italy. That's how this washcloth is made, to dry off
and treat yourself like in spa. Also thanks to its
large size - 20X22 inches approx. - and most
thanks to its concept echoing the ancient, precious
and natural fabrics used by our grandmas, like this
brushed and yarn dyed cotton, offering very high
absorption and wrapping and caressing your body
in well-being, while enriching your bathroom with
that vintage touch, making even the most modern
designs truly special. 
Integrated stitching area to customize with your
needlework. 
Machine washable.

Price: € 5.98 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
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Created on Monday 08 April, 2019

Ready to Stitch - Bathroom

Vintage bath towel - Camargue - Red
da: Tessitura Artistica Chierese

Modello: RICSTI-ZYCMRTELO-F003

Made in Italy and in 100% cotton, also made in
Italy. That's how this bath and shower towel is
made, to dry off and treat yourself like in spa. Also
thanks to its large size - 39X79 inches approx. -
and most thanks to its concept echoing the
ancient, precious and natural fabrics used by our
grandmas, like this brushed and yarn dyed cotton,
offering very high absorption and wrapping and
caressing your body in well-being, while enriching
your bathroom with that vintage touch, making
even the most modern designs truly special. 
Integrated stitching area to customize with your
needlework. 
Machine washable.

Price: € 26.35 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Tuesday 02 April, 2019

Ready to Stitch - Bathroom

Vintage hand towel - Camargue - Red
da: Tessitura Artistica Chierese

Modello: RICSTI-ZYCMR60C-F003

Made in Italy and in 100% cotton, also made in
Italy. That's how this hand towel is made, to dry off
and treat yourself like in spa. Also thanks to its
large size - 26X42 inches approx. - and most
thanks to its concept echoing the ancient, precious
and natural fabrics used by our grandmas, like this
brushed and yarn dyed cotton, offering very high
absorption and wrapping and caressing your body
in well-being, while enriching your bathroom with
that vintage touch, making even the most modern
designs truly special. 
Integrated stitching area to customize with your
needlework. 
Machine washable.

Price: € 13.40 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
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Created on Tuesday 02 April, 2019

Ready to Stitch - Bathroom

Vintage washcloth - Camargue - Red
da: Tessitura Artistica Chierese

Modello: RICSTI-ZYCMR50C-F003

Made in Italy and in 100% cotton, also made in
Italy. That's how this washcloth is made, to dry off
and treat yourself like in spa. Also thanks to its
large size - 20X22 inches approx. - and most
thanks to its concept echoing the ancient, precious
and natural fabrics used by our grandmas, like this
brushed and yarn dyed cotton, offering very high
absorption and wrapping and caressing your body
in well-being, while enriching your bathroom with
that vintage touch, making even the most modern
designs truly special. 
Integrated stitching area to customize with your
needlework. 
Machine washable.

Price: € 5.98 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
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Created on Wednesday 03 June, 2020

Ready to Stitch - Bathroom

Towel - Softly Life
da: Tessitura Artistica Chierese

Modello: RICSTI-ZYSOF60CO-A

Towel with a stitchable AIDA band (58 stitches). 
Warp: 100% natural combed twisted cotton. Weft:
35% natural combed twisted cotton - 65% pure
natural cotton chenille. 
Dimensions: 65 cm. x 105 cm.

Price: € 15.65 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
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Created on Wednesday 03 June, 2020

Ready to Stitch - Bathroom

Towel - Softly Ramage
da: Tessitura Artistica Chierese

Modello: RICSTI-ZYSOF60CO-B

Towel with a stitchable AIDA band (58 stitches). 
Warp: 100% natural combed twisted cotton. Weft:
35% natural combed twisted cotton - 65% pure
natural cotton chenille. 
Dimensions: 65 cm. x 105 cm.

Price: € 15.65 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
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Created on Wednesday 03 June, 2020

Ready to Stitch - Bathroom

Towel - Softly Ginko
da: Tessitura Artistica Chierese

Modello: RICSTI-ZYSOF60CO-C

Towel with a stitchable AIDA band (58 stitches). 
Warp: 100% natural combed twisted cotton. Weft:
35% natural combed twisted cotton - 65% pure
natural cotton chenille. 
Dimensions: 65 cm. x 105 cm.

Price: € 15.65 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
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Created on Thursday 04 June, 2020

Ready to Stitch - Bathroom

Couple of bath towels - Tenerife - Blue
da: Tessitura Artistica Chierese

Modello: RICSTI-ZYTENSETC-004

This couple of soft bath towels is made, to dry off
and treat yourself like in spa. Also thanks to its
large size and most thanks to its concept echoing
the ancient, precious and natural fabrics used by
our grandmas, like this brushed and yarn dyed
cotton, offering very high absorption and wrapping
and caressing your body in well-being, while
enriching your bathroom. With a stitchable AIDA
band (58 stitches). 
Warp: 100% natural combed twisted cotton. Weft:
35% natural combed twisted cotton - 65% pure
natural cotton chenille. 
Dimensions : 63 cm. x 105 cm. (big towel) and 49
cm. x 68 cm. (guest towel). 
Made in Italy.

Price: € 25.00 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Thursday 04 June, 2020

Ready to Stitch - Bathroom

Couple of bath towels - Tenerife - Ecru
da: Tessitura Artistica Chierese

Modello: RICSTI-ZYTENSETC-05E

This couple of soft bath towels is made, to dry off
and treat yourself like in spa. Also thanks to its
large size and most thanks to its concept echoing
the ancient, precious and natural fabrics used by
our grandmas, like this brushed and yarn dyed
cotton, offering very high absorption and wrapping
and caressing your body in well-being, while
enriching your bathroom. With a stitchable AIDA
band (58 stitches). 
Warp: 100% natural combed twisted cotton. Weft:
35% natural combed twisted cotton - 65% pure
natural cotton chenille. 
Dimensions : 63 cm. x 105 cm. (big towel) and 49
cm. x 68 cm. (guest towel). 
Made in Italy.

Price: € 25.00 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
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Created on Tuesday 09 June, 2020

Ready to Stitch - Bathroom

Couple of bath towels - Nice - Ginko Yellow
da: Tessitura Artistica Chierese

Modello: RICSTI-ZYNICSETC-C005

This couple of soft bath towels is made, to dry off
and treat yourself like in spa. Also thanks to its
large size and most thanks to its concept echoing
the ancient, precious and natural fabrics used by
our grandmas, like this brushed and yarn dyed
cotton, offering very high absorption and wrapping
and caressing your body in well-being, while
enriching your bathroom. With a stitchable AIDA
band (58 stitches). 
Warp: 100% natural combed twisted cotton. Weft:
30% natural combed twisted cotton - 70% pure
natural cotton chenille. 
Dimensions : 65 cm. x 105 cm. (big towel) and 49
cm. x 68 cm. (guest towel). 
Made in Italy.

Price: € 25.00 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Tuesday 09 June, 2020

Ready to Stitch - Bathroom

Couple of bath towels - Nice - Ginko Ecru
da: Tessitura Artistica Chierese

Modello: RICSTI-ZYNICSETC-C06E

This couple of soft bath towels is made, to dry off
and treat yourself like in spa. Also thanks to its
large size and most thanks to its concept echoing
the ancient, precious and natural fabrics used by
our grandmas, like this brushed and yarn dyed
cotton, offering very high absorption and wrapping
and caressing your body in well-being, while
enriching your bathroom. With a stitchable AIDA
band (58 stitches). 
Warp: 100% natural combed twisted cotton. Weft:
30% natural combed twisted cotton - 70% pure
natural cotton chenille. 
Dimensions : 65 cm. x 105 cm. (big towel) and 49
cm. x 68 cm. (guest towel). 
Made in Italy.

Price: € 25.00 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Tuesday 09 June, 2020

Ready to Stitch - Bathroom

Couple of bath towels - Nice - Lotus Ecru
da: Tessitura Artistica Chierese

Modello: RICSTI-ZYNICSETC-E06E

This couple of soft bath towels is made, to dry off
and treat yourself like in spa. Also thanks to its
large size and most thanks to its concept echoing
the ancient, precious and natural fabrics used by
our grandmas, like this brushed and yarn dyed
cotton, offering very high absorption and wrapping
and caressing your body in well-being, while
enriching your bathroom. With a stitchable AIDA
band (58 stitches). 
Warp: 100% natural combed twisted cotton. Weft:
30% natural combed twisted cotton - 70% pure
natural cotton chenille. 
Dimensions : 65 cm. x 105 cm. (big towel) and 49
cm. x 68 cm. (guest towel). 
Made in Italy.

Price: € 25.00 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Tuesday 09 June, 2020

Ready to Stitch - Bathroom

Couple of bath towels - Nice - Lotus Wisteria
da: Tessitura Artistica Chierese

Modello: RICSTI-ZYNICSETC-E004

This couple of soft bath towels is made, to dry off
and treat yourself like in spa. Also thanks to its
large size and most thanks to its concept echoing
the ancient, precious and natural fabrics used by
our grandmas, like this brushed and yarn dyed
cotton, offering very high absorption and wrapping
and caressing your body in well-being, while
enriching your bathroom. With a stitchable AIDA
band (58 stitches). 
Warp: 100% natural combed twisted cotton. Weft:
30% natural combed twisted cotton - 70% pure
natural cotton chenille. 
Dimensions : 65 cm. x 105 cm. (big towel) and 49
cm. x 68 cm. (guest towel). 
Made in Italy.

Price: € 25.00 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Thursday 11 June, 2020

Ready to Stitch - Bathroom

Couple of bath towels - Nice - Ginko Pink
da: Tessitura Artistica Chierese

Modello: RICSTI-ZYNICSETC-C003

This couple of soft bath towels is made, to dry off
and treat yourself like in spa. Also thanks to its
large size and most thanks to its concept echoing
the ancient, precious and natural fabrics used by
our grandmas, like this brushed and yarn dyed
cotton, offering very high absorption and wrapping
and caressing your body in well-being, while
enriching your bathroom. With a stitchable AIDA
band (58 stitches). 
Warp: 100% natural combed twisted cotton. Weft:
30% natural combed twisted cotton - 70% pure
natural cotton chenille. 
Dimensions : 65 cm. x 105 cm. (big towel) and 49
cm. x 68 cm. (guest towel). 
Made in Italy.

Price: € 25.00 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
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Created on Thursday 11 June, 2020

Ready to Stitch - Bathroom

Couple of bath towels - Nice - Ginko Wisteria
da: Tessitura Artistica Chierese

Modello: RICSTI-ZYNICSETC-C004

This couple of soft bath towels is made, to dry off
and treat yourself like in spa. Also thanks to its
large size and most thanks to its concept echoing
the ancient, precious and natural fabrics used by
our grandmas, like this brushed and yarn dyed
cotton, offering very high absorption and wrapping
and caressing your body in well-being, while
enriching your bathroom. With a stitchable AIDA
band (58 stitches). 
Warp: 100% natural combed twisted cotton. Weft:
30% natural combed twisted cotton - 70% pure
natural cotton chenille. 
Dimensions : 65 cm. x 105 cm. (big towel) and 49
cm. x 68 cm. (guest towel). 
Made in Italy.

Price: € 25.00 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
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Created on Thursday 11 June, 2020

Ready to Stitch - Bathroom

Couple of bath towels - Nice - Ramage Wisteria
da: Tessitura Artistica Chierese

Modello: RICSTI-ZYNICSETC-B004

This couple of soft bath towels is made, to dry off
and treat yourself like in spa. Also thanks to its
large size and most thanks to its concept echoing
the ancient, precious and natural fabrics used by
our grandmas, like this brushed and yarn dyed
cotton, offering very high absorption and wrapping
and caressing your body in well-being, while
enriching your bathroom. With a stitchable AIDA
band (58 stitches). 
Warp: 100% natural combed twisted cotton. Weft:
30% natural combed twisted cotton - 70% pure
natural cotton chenille. 
Dimensions : 65 cm. x 105 cm. (big towel) and 49
cm. x 68 cm. (guest towel). 
Made in Italy.

Price: € 25.00 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
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Created on Thursday 11 June, 2020

Ready to Stitch - Bathroom

Couple of bath towels - Nice - Ramage Yellow
da: Tessitura Artistica Chierese

Modello: RICSTI-ZYNICSETC-B005

This couple of soft bath towels is made, to dry off
and treat yourself like in spa. Also thanks to its
large size and most thanks to its concept echoing
the ancient, precious and natural fabrics used by
our grandmas, like this brushed and yarn dyed
cotton, offering very high absorption and wrapping
and caressing your body in well-being, while
enriching your bathroom. With a stitchable AIDA
band (58 stitches). 
Warp: 100% natural combed twisted cotton. Weft:
30% natural combed twisted cotton - 70% pure
natural cotton chenille. 
Dimensions : 65 cm. x 105 cm. (big towel) and 49
cm. x 68 cm. (guest towel). 
Made in Italy.

Price: € 25.00 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
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Created on Thursday 11 June, 2020

Ready to Stitch - Bathroom

Couple of bath towels - Nice - Exagon Ecru
da: Tessitura Artistica Chierese

Modello: RICSTI-ZYNICSETC-F06E

This couple of soft bath towels is made, to dry off
and treat yourself like in spa. Also thanks to its
large size and most thanks to its concept echoing
the ancient, precious and natural fabrics used by
our grandmas, like this brushed and yarn dyed
cotton, offering very high absorption and wrapping
and caressing your body in well-being, while
enriching your bathroom. With a stitchable AIDA
band (58 stitches). 
Warp: 100% natural combed twisted cotton. Weft:
30% natural combed twisted cotton - 70% pure
natural cotton chenille. 
Dimensions : 65 cm. x 105 cm. (big towel) and 49
cm. x 68 cm. (guest towel). 
Made in Italy.

Price: € 25.00 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
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Created on Thursday 11 June, 2020

Ready to Stitch - Bathroom

Couple of bath towels - Nice - Exagon Yellow
da: Tessitura Artistica Chierese

Modello: RICSTI-ZYNICSETC-F005

This couple of soft bath towels is made, to dry off
and treat yourself like in spa. Also thanks to its
large size and most thanks to its concept echoing
the ancient, precious and natural fabrics used by
our grandmas, like this brushed and yarn dyed
cotton, offering very high absorption and wrapping
and caressing your body in well-being, while
enriching your bathroom. With a stitchable AIDA
band (58 stitches). 
Warp: 100% natural combed twisted cotton. Weft:
30% natural combed twisted cotton - 70% pure
natural cotton chenille. 
Dimensions : 65 cm. x 105 cm. (big towel) and 49
cm. x 68 cm. (guest towel). 
Made in Italy.

Price: € 25.00 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
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Created on Thursday 11 June, 2020

Ready to Stitch - Bathroom

Couple of bath towels - Nice - Ramage Green
da: Tessitura Artistica Chierese

Modello: RICSTI-ZYNICSETC-B002

This couple of soft bath towels is made, to dry off
and treat yourself like in spa. Also thanks to its
large size and most thanks to its concept echoing
the ancient, precious and natural fabrics used by
our grandmas, like this brushed and yarn dyed
cotton, offering very high absorption and wrapping
and caressing your body in well-being, while
enriching your bathroom. With a stitchable AIDA
band (58 stitches). 
Warp: 100% natural combed twisted cotton. Weft:
30% natural combed twisted cotton - 70% pure
natural cotton chenille. 
Dimensions : 65 cm. x 105 cm. (big towel) and 49
cm. x 68 cm. (guest towel). 
Made in Italy.

Price: € 25.00 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
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Created on Thursday 11 June, 2020

Ready to Stitch - Bathroom

Couple of bath towels - Nice - Ginko Green
da: Tessitura Artistica Chierese

Modello: RICSTI-ZYNICSETC-C002

This couple of soft bath towels is made, to dry off
and treat yourself like in spa. Also thanks to its
large size and most thanks to its concept echoing
the ancient, precious and natural fabrics used by
our grandmas, like this brushed and yarn dyed
cotton, offering very high absorption and wrapping
and caressing your body in well-being, while
enriching your bathroom. With a stitchable AIDA
band (58 stitches). 
Warp: 100% natural combed twisted cotton. Weft:
30% natural combed twisted cotton - 70% pure
natural cotton chenille. 
Dimensions : 65 cm. x 105 cm. (big towel) and 49
cm. x 68 cm. (guest towel). 
Made in Italy.

Price: € 25.00 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
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Created on Tuesday 16 June, 2020

Ready to Stitch - Bathroom

Couple of bath towels - Nice - Ramage Pink
da: Tessitura Artistica Chierese

Modello: RICSTI-ZYNICSETC-B003

This couple of soft bath towels is made, to dry off
and treat yourself like in spa. Also thanks to its
large size and most thanks to its concept echoing
the ancient, precious and natural fabrics used by
our grandmas, like this brushed and yarn dyed
cotton, offering very high absorption and wrapping
and caressing your body in well-being, while
enriching your bathroom. With a stitchable AIDA
band (58 stitches). 
Warp: 100% natural combed twisted cotton. Weft:
30% natural combed twisted cotton - 70% pure
natural cotton chenille. 
Dimensions : 65 cm. x 105 cm. (big towel) and 49
cm. x 68 cm. (guest towel). 
Made in Italy.

Price: € 25.00 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
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Created on Tuesday 16 June, 2020

Ready to Stitch - Bathroom

Couple of bath towels - Nice - Ramage Ecru
da: Tessitura Artistica Chierese

Modello: RICSTI-ZYNICSETC-B06E

This couple of soft bath towels is made, to dry off
and treat yourself like in spa. Also thanks to its
large size and most thanks to its concept echoing
the ancient, precious and natural fabrics used by
our grandmas, like this brushed and yarn dyed
cotton, offering very high absorption and wrapping
and caressing your body in well-being, while
enriching your bathroom. With a stitchable AIDA
band (58 stitches). 
Warp: 100% natural combed twisted cotton. Weft:
30% natural combed twisted cotton - 70% pure
natural cotton chenille. 
Dimensions : 65 cm. x 105 cm. (big towel) and 49
cm. x 68 cm. (guest towel). 
Made in Italy.

Price: € 25.00 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Wednesday 17 June, 2020

Ready to Stitch - Bathroom

Couple of bath towels - Nice - Lotus Yellow
da: Tessitura Artistica Chierese

Modello: RICSTI-ZYNICSETC-E005

This couple of soft bath towels is made, to dry off
and treat yourself like in spa. Also thanks to its
large size and most thanks to its concept echoing
the ancient, precious and natural fabrics used by
our grandmas, like this brushed and yarn dyed
cotton, offering very high absorption and wrapping
and caressing your body in well-being, while
enriching your bathroom. With a stitchable AIDA
band (58 stitches). 
Warp: 100% natural combed twisted cotton. Weft:
30% natural combed twisted cotton - 70% pure
natural cotton chenille. 
Dimensions : 65 cm. x 105 cm. (big towel) and 49
cm. x 68 cm. (guest towel). 
Made in Italy.

Price: € 25.00 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Wednesday 17 June, 2020

Ready to Stitch - Bathroom

Couple of bath towels - Nice - Lotus Pink
da: Tessitura Artistica Chierese

Modello: RICSTI-ZYNICSETC-E003

This couple of soft bath towels is made, to dry off
and treat yourself like in spa. Also thanks to its
large size and most thanks to its concept echoing
the ancient, precious and natural fabrics used by
our grandmas, like this brushed and yarn dyed
cotton, offering very high absorption and wrapping
and caressing your body in well-being, while
enriching your bathroom. With a stitchable AIDA
band (58 stitches). 
Warp: 100% natural combed twisted cotton. Weft:
30% natural combed twisted cotton - 70% pure
natural cotton chenille. 
Dimensions : 65 cm. x 105 cm. (big towel) and 49
cm. x 68 cm. (guest towel). 
Made in Italy.

Price: € 25.00 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Wednesday 17 June, 2020

Ready to Stitch - Bathroom

Couple of bath towels - Nice - Lotus Green
da: Tessitura Artistica Chierese

Modello: RICSTI-ZYNICSETC-E002

This couple of soft bath towels is made, to dry off
and treat yourself like in spa. Also thanks to its
large size and most thanks to its concept echoing
the ancient, precious and natural fabrics used by
our grandmas, like this brushed and yarn dyed
cotton, offering very high absorption and wrapping
and caressing your body in well-being, while
enriching your bathroom. With a stitchable AIDA
band (58 stitches). 
Warp: 100% natural combed twisted cotton. Weft:
30% natural combed twisted cotton - 70% pure
natural cotton chenille. 
Dimensions : 65 cm. x 105 cm. (big towel) and 49
cm. x 68 cm. (guest towel). 
Made in Italy.

Price: € 25.00 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Wednesday 17 June, 2020

Ready to Stitch - Bathroom

Couple of bath towels - Nice - Exagon Wisteria
da: Tessitura Artistica Chierese

Modello: RICSTI-ZYNICSETC-F004

This couple of soft bath towels is made, to dry off
and treat yourself like in spa. Also thanks to its
large size and most thanks to its concept echoing
the ancient, precious and natural fabrics used by
our grandmas, like this brushed and yarn dyed
cotton, offering very high absorption and wrapping
and caressing your body in well-being, while
enriching your bathroom. With a stitchable AIDA
band (58 stitches). 
Warp: 100% natural combed twisted cotton. Weft:
30% natural combed twisted cotton - 70% pure
natural cotton chenille. 
Dimensions : 65 cm. x 105 cm. (big towel) and 49
cm. x 68 cm. (guest towel). 
Made in Italy.

Price: € 25.00 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Wednesday 17 June, 2020

Ready to Stitch - Bathroom

Couple of bath towels - Nice - Exagon Pink
da: Tessitura Artistica Chierese

Modello: RICSTI-ZYNICSETC-F003

This couple of soft bath towels is made, to dry off
and treat yourself like in spa. Also thanks to its
large size and most thanks to its concept echoing
the ancient, precious and natural fabrics used by
our grandmas, like this brushed and yarn dyed
cotton, offering very high absorption and wrapping
and caressing your body in well-being, while
enriching your bathroom. With a stitchable AIDA
band (58 stitches). 
Warp: 100% natural combed twisted cotton. Weft:
30% natural combed twisted cotton - 70% pure
natural cotton chenille. 
Dimensions : 65 cm. x 105 cm. (big towel) and 49
cm. x 68 cm. (guest towel). 
Made in Italy.

Price: € 25.00 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Wednesday 17 June, 2020

Ready to Stitch - Bathroom

Couple of bath towels - Nice - Exagon Green
da: Tessitura Artistica Chierese

Modello: RICSTI-ZYNICSETC-F002

This couple of soft bath towels is made, to dry off
and treat yourself like in spa. Also thanks to its
large size and most thanks to its concept echoing
the ancient, precious and natural fabrics used by
our grandmas, like this brushed and yarn dyed
cotton, offering very high absorption and wrapping
and caressing your body in well-being, while
enriching your bathroom. With a stitchable AIDA
band (58 stitches). 
Warp: 100% natural combed twisted cotton. Weft:
30% natural combed twisted cotton - 70% pure
natural cotton chenille. 
Dimensions : 65 cm. x 105 cm. (big towel) and 49
cm. x 68 cm. (guest towel). 
Made in Italy.

Price: € 25.00 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Friday 30 April, 2021

Ready to Stitch - Bathroom

Honeycomb bath towel - Blue
da: Tessitura Artistica Chierese

Modello: RICSTI-ZYNDATELOC-A004

Made in Italy and in 100% cotton, also made in
Italy. That's how this bath and shower towel is
made, to dry off and treat yourself like in spa. Also
thanks to its large size - 100X200 cm. approx. - and
most thanks to its concept echoing the ancient,
precious and natural fabrics used by our
grandmas, like this brushed and yarn dyed cotton
(warp: twisted cotton, weft: chenille), offering very
high absorption and wrapping and caressing your
body in well-being, while enriching your bathroom
with that vintage touch, making even the most
modern designs truly special. 
Integrated stitching area (Aida 11ct.) to customize
with your needlework. 
Machine washable.

Price: € 39.28 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Friday 30 April, 2021

Ready to Stitch - Bathroom

Couple of bath towels - Honeycomb - Blue
da: Tessitura Artistica Chierese

Modello: RICSTI-ZYNDASETC-A004

This couple of soft bath towels is made, to dry off
and treat yourself like in spa. Also thanks to its
large size and most thanks to its concept echoing
the ancient, precious and natural fabrics used by
our grandmas, like this brushed and yarn dyed
cotton, offering very high absorption and wrapping
and caressing your body in well-being, while
enriching your bathroom. With a stitchable AIDA
band (44 stitches). 
Warp: 100% natural combed twisted cotton. Weft:
30% natural combed twisted cotton - 70% pure
natural cotton chenille. 
Dimensions : 66 cm. x 110 cm. (big towel) and 49
cm. x 61 cm. (guest towel). 
Made in Italy.

Price: € 25.25 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Wednesday 05 May, 2021

Ready to Stitch - Bathroom

Honeycomb bath towel - Yellow
da: Tessitura Artistica Chierese

Modello: RICSTI-ZYNDATELOC-A005

Made in Italy and in 100% cotton, also made in
Italy. That's how this bath and shower towel is
made, to dry off and treat yourself like in spa. Also
thanks to its large size - 100X200 cm. approx. - and
most thanks to its concept echoing the ancient,
precious and natural fabrics used by our
grandmas, like this brushed and yarn dyed cotton
(warp: twisted cotton, weft: chenille), offering very
high absorption and wrapping and caressing your
body in well-being, while enriching your bathroom
with that vintage touch, making even the most
modern designs truly special. 
Integrated stitching area (Aida 11ct.) to customize
with your needlework. 
Machine washable.

Price: € 39.28 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Wednesday 05 May, 2021

Ready to Stitch - Bathroom

Honeycomb bath towel - Red
da: Tessitura Artistica Chierese

Modello: RICSTI-ZYNDATELOC-A003

Made in Italy and in 100% cotton, also made in
Italy. That's how this bath and shower towel is
made, to dry off and treat yourself like in spa. Also
thanks to its large size - 100X200 cm. approx. - and
most thanks to its concept echoing the ancient,
precious and natural fabrics used by our
grandmas, like this brushed and yarn dyed cotton
(warp: twisted cotton, weft: chenille), offering very
high absorption and wrapping and caressing your
body in well-being, while enriching your bathroom
with that vintage touch, making even the most
modern designs truly special. 
Integrated stitching area (Aida 11ct.) to customize
with your needlework. 
Machine washable.

Price: € 39.28 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Wednesday 05 May, 2021

Ready to Stitch - Bathroom

Couple of bath towels - Honeycomb - Green
da: Tessitura Artistica Chierese

Modello: RICSTI-ZYNDASETC-A002

This couple of soft bath towels is made, to dry off
and treat yourself like in spa. Also thanks to its
large size and most thanks to its concept echoing
the ancient, precious and natural fabrics used by
our grandmas, like this brushed and yarn dyed
cotton, offering very high absorption and wrapping
and caressing your body in well-being, while
enriching your bathroom. With a stitchable AIDA
band (44 stitches). 
Warp: 100% natural combed twisted cotton. Weft:
30% natural combed twisted cotton - 70% pure
natural cotton chenille. 
Dimensions : 66 cm. x 110 cm. (big towel) and 49
cm. x 61 cm. (guest towel). 
Made in Italy.

Price: € 25.25 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Wednesday 05 May, 2021

Ready to Stitch - Bathroom

Couple of bath towels - Honeycomb - Red
da: Tessitura Artistica Chierese

Modello: RICSTI-ZYNDASETC-A003

This couple of soft bath towels is made, to dry off
and treat yourself like in spa. Also thanks to its
large size and most thanks to its concept echoing
the ancient, precious and natural fabrics used by
our grandmas, like this brushed and yarn dyed
cotton, offering very high absorption and wrapping
and caressing your body in well-being, while
enriching your bathroom. With a stitchable AIDA
band (44 stitches). 
Warp: 100% natural combed twisted cotton. Weft:
30% natural combed twisted cotton - 70% pure
natural cotton chenille. 
Dimensions : 66 cm. x 110 cm. (big towel) and 49
cm. x 61 cm. (guest towel). 
Made in Italy.

Price: € 25.25 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Wednesday 05 May, 2021

Ready to Stitch - Bathroom

Couple of bath towels - Honeycomb - Yellow
da: Tessitura Artistica Chierese

Modello: RICSTI-ZYNDASETC-A005

This couple of soft bath towels is made, to dry off
and treat yourself like in spa. Also thanks to its
large size and most thanks to its concept echoing
the ancient, precious and natural fabrics used by
our grandmas, like this brushed and yarn dyed
cotton, offering very high absorption and wrapping
and caressing your body in well-being, while
enriching your bathroom. With a stitchable AIDA
band (44 stitches). 
Warp: 100% natural combed twisted cotton. Weft:
30% natural combed twisted cotton - 70% pure
natural cotton chenille. 
Dimensions : 66 cm. x 110 cm. (big towel) and 49
cm. x 61 cm. (guest towel). 
Made in Italy.

Price: € 25.25 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Wednesday 05 May, 2021

Ready to Stitch - Bathroom

Couple of bath towels - Honeycomb - Ecru
da: Tessitura Artistica Chierese

Modello: RICSTI-ZYNDASETC-A06E

This couple of soft bath towels is made, to dry off
and treat yourself like in spa. Also thanks to its
large size and most thanks to its concept echoing
the ancient, precious and natural fabrics used by
our grandmas, like this brushed and yarn dyed
cotton, offering very high absorption and wrapping
and caressing your body in well-being, while
enriching your bathroom. With a stitchable AIDA
band (44 stitches). 
Warp: 100% natural combed twisted cotton. Weft:
30% natural combed twisted cotton - 70% pure
natural cotton chenille. 
Dimensions : 66 cm. x 110 cm. (big towel) and 49
cm. x 61 cm. (guest towel). 
Made in Italy.

Price: € 25.25 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Wednesday 05 May, 2021

Ready to Stitch - Bathroom

Couple of bath towels - Honeycomb - Anthracite
da: Tessitura Artistica Chierese

Modello: RICSTI-ZYNDASETC-A011

This couple of soft bath towels is made, to dry off
and treat yourself like in spa. Also thanks to its
large size and most thanks to its concept echoing
the ancient, precious and natural fabrics used by
our grandmas, like this brushed and yarn dyed
cotton, offering very high absorption and wrapping
and caressing your body in well-being, while
enriching your bathroom. With a stitchable AIDA
band (44 stitches). 
Warp: 100% natural combed twisted cotton. Weft:
30% natural combed twisted cotton - 70% pure
natural cotton chenille. 
Dimensions : 66 cm. x 110 cm. (big towel) and 49
cm. x 61 cm. (guest towel). 
Made in Italy.

Price: € 25.25 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Wednesday 05 May, 2021

Ready to Stitch - Bathroom

Honeycomb bath towel - Green
da: Tessitura Artistica Chierese

Modello: RICSTI-ZYNDATELOC-A002

Made in Italy and in 100% cotton, also made in
Italy. That's how this bath and shower towel is
made, to dry off and treat yourself like in spa. Also
thanks to its large size - 100X200 cm. approx. - and
most thanks to its concept echoing the ancient,
precious and natural fabrics used by our
grandmas, like this brushed and yarn dyed cotton
(warp: twisted cotton, weft: chenille), offering very
high absorption and wrapping and caressing your
body in well-being, while enriching your bathroom
with that vintage touch, making even the most
modern designs truly special. 
Integrated stitching area (Aida 11ct.) to customize
with your needlework. 
Machine washable.

Price: € 39.28 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Wednesday 05 May, 2021

Ready to Stitch - Bathroom

Honeycomb bath towel - Anthracite
da: Tessitura Artistica Chierese

Modello: RICSTI-ZYNDATELOC-A011

Made in Italy and in 100% cotton, also made in
Italy. That's how this bath and shower towel is
made, to dry off and treat yourself like in spa. Also
thanks to its large size - 100X200 cm. approx. - and
most thanks to its concept echoing the ancient,
precious and natural fabrics used by our
grandmas, like this brushed and yarn dyed cotton
(warp: twisted cotton, weft: chenille), offering very
high absorption and wrapping and caressing your
body in well-being, while enriching your bathroom
with that vintage touch, making even the most
modern designs truly special. 
Integrated stitching area (Aida 11ct.) to customize
with your needlework. 
Machine washable.

Price: € 39.28 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Wednesday 05 May, 2021

Ready to Stitch - Bathroom

Honeycomb bath towel - Ecru
da: Tessitura Artistica Chierese

Modello: RICSTI-ZYNDATELOC-A06E

Made in Italy and in 100% cotton, also made in
Italy. That's how this bath and shower towel is
made, to dry off and treat yourself like in spa. Also
thanks to its large size - 100X200 cm. approx. - and
most thanks to its concept echoing the ancient,
precious and natural fabrics used by our
grandmas, like this brushed and yarn dyed cotton
(warp: twisted cotton, weft: chenille), offering very
high absorption and wrapping and caressing your
body in well-being, while enriching your bathroom
with that vintage touch, making even the most
modern designs truly special. 
Integrated stitching area (Aida 11ct.) to customize
with your needlework. 
Machine washable.

Price: € 39.28 (incl. VAT)
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